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On a theo rem of G. Baron and A. Schinzel 
ALEKSANDER GRYTCZUK 
Abs t rac t . G. Baron and A. Schinzel [l] generalized the wellknown Wilson's theo-
rem. In this paper—under Theorem B—an extension of their theorem can be found. 
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 
In 1979 an extension of Wilson's theorem was given by G. Baron and 
A. Schinzel [1]. Namely they proved the following: 
T h e o r e m A. For any prime p and any residues X{ mod p we have 
Xa(l) {xa( 1) + Xa(2)) • • • (xa( 1) H + xa(p-l)) = 
(1) crÇSp— 1 
= H \ - X p - i Y ' 1 (mod p) 
where summation is taken over ail permutation a of {1, 2, • • • ,p — 1}. 
In the present Note we prove the following extension of Theorem A: 
T h e o r e m B. For any prime p and any residues X{ mod p and for fixed 
natural number k such that p — l\k we have 
Y^ + ®ï(2)) " " " (®£(1) + * * * + Xt(p-l)) = 
(2) ^ e V i 
- (xí + + (mod p) 
and if Xi ^ 0 are residues mod p, p is an odd prime such that p — 1 | k then 
X
a(l) (®í(l) + Xt(2)) • • • ( X a ( l ) + • • • + 
(3) vés,,-! 
+ ® Í ( P - I ) ) = 1 ( M O D P) 
where summation is taken over ail permutation a of {1,2, • • • ,p — 1}. 
We note that Ch. Snyder [3] gave interesting applications of (1) to 
differentials in rings of characteristic p. 
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2. PROOF of the Theorem B. Let 
(4) Slf<7 = Y^ (Xcr(l) +Z<r(2)) (^(1) + ' " ' + Z<r(p-1) ) 
crESp-i 
and 
(5) Sk,a - ^^(í) + x í (2)) ' " ' + 1" ^ ( p - i ) ) 
First we note that if p — l\k and k > p — 1 then k — (p—l)t + r, 1 < r < p—l 
and by Fermât 's theorem we obtain Sk,a = Sr,a (mod p). Thus it suffices 
to prove (2) in the case k < p — 1. It is easy to see that for such k we have 
(6) x- = xa(i) (mod p) 
for somé a and i = 1, 2, • • •, p — 1. 
From (6) we obtain 
Sk,a= iXcr(a{l)) +Xa(a(2))) • • • {xa(a(l)) + 
(7) <r<=Sp-i 
+ " • + ^ - 1 ) ) ) (mod p) 
By (7) and (1) it follows that 
(8) Sk}(X = (xail) +'•• + xa{p_1)y~1 (mod p). 
Now by (8) and (6) we obtain 
— (arf + + (mod p) 
and (2) is pro ved. 
For the proof (3) we remark that k = (p — 1 )t and by Fermât 's theorem 
we obtain 
(9) SK<J = Y , l - 2 - - - ( p - l ) = ( p - l ) ! ( p - l ) ! (mod p) 
CR£SP-1 
From (9) and Wilson's theorem we obtain 
Sk,a = 1 (mod p) and the proof is finished. 
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Corol la ry . Let X{ be residues mod p from reduced system such that 
for i / j, Xi ^ Xj, then 
(10) Sk,a = 0 (mod p) if p-l\k. 
PROOF. Let (7k = + x% + • • • 4- then by Eisenstein's result 
(Cf.[2],p.95) we have ak = 0 (mod p) if p - lf k. 
From this fact and (2) we obtain (10) and the proof is complété. 
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